Recently, attention based sequence-to-sequence model become a research hotspot in speech recognition. The attention model has the problem of slow convergence and poor robustness. In this paper, a model that jointed a bottleneck feature extraction network and attention model is proposed. The model is composed of a Deep Belief Network as bottleneck feature extraction network and an attention-based encoder-decoder model. DBN can store the priori information from Hidden Markov Model so that increasing convergence speed of and enhancing both robustness and discrimination of features. Attention model utilizes the temporal information of feature sequence to calculate the posterior probability of phoneme. Then the number of stack recurrent neural network layers in attention model is reduced in order to decrease the calculation of gradient. Experiments in the TIMIT corpus showed that the phoneme error rate is 17.80% in test set, the average training iteration decreased 52%, and the number of training iterations decreased from 139 to 89. The word error rate of WSJ eval92 is 12.9% without any external language model.
INTRODUCTION
Acoustic Model (AM) is one of the most important module of speech recognition. Traditional acoustic model is based on Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for more than thirty years because HMM can describe the time-varying and non-stationary speech signals, and has a complete theoretical system and efficient algorithm for estimating and decoding model parameters. With the development of deep learning technology and artificial intelligence, scholars have replaced the GMM with the discriminative model represented by the Deep Neural Network [1] (DNN) to calculate the posterior probability of HMM state. The HMM acoustic model has the following defects: it assumes that the probability distribution of the current state is independent to other states except for previous states, so that it can't fully learn and utilize the temporal information of the feature sequence; it decomposes the acoustic model into state recognition and phoneme recognition, resulting in structural complexity of the acoustic model.
Recently sequence-to-sequence model have been used for acoustic model for speech recognition. The sequence-to-sequence model abandoned the assumption based on the HMM and directly transfer the feature sequences into phoneme sequences. There are two main sequence-to-sequence approaches: Connectionist Temporal Classification(CTC) [2] [3] and attention model. The key point of CTC is to define a special loss function which can measure the similarity between input and output sequence directly as training [1] [5] criterion. But it need to predict targets in every frame and still depends to the assumption that all the frame is conditionally independent to each other.
Another method is attention model [6] or LAS model [7] which directly learns the transformation from feature sequence to phoneme or character sequence [8] [9] [10] . Attention model is based on encoder-decoder architecture with an additional sub-attention network. Encoder transforms the feature sequence into high-level feature sequence. Attention sub-network can automatically learn the alignment between features and phonemes during training and combine features sequence as a context vector, so that the model does not need any priori alignments [11] . Decoder calculates the posterior probabilities of phones appear on every position of output sequence. The decoder can also calculate the probabilities of character to abandon pronunciation dictionary. However, due to the recursive structure of the recurrent neural network in encoder, the model can't process the multi-frame at the same time, resulting in waste of GPU parallel computing, and therefore causing the long training time problem. Attention model completely abandon the prior knowledge of linguistics and lacks effective initialization parameters, resulting in slow convergence of the model, which is another reason increasing the training time. Some methods [12] [13] [14] that combine the attention model with CTC are proposed to help train the encoder network and decoding, but it works little to accuracy. In addition, the attention shows poor robustness in noisy environments [12] . [13] utilizes deep convolution network to overcome the problem but it takes much more time and GPUs to converge.
To overcome all above problems, a deep belief network based bottleneck(BN) feature extraction(FA) network [15] is trained and used to append to the front end of attention model. First, a deep belief network is trained based on a tri-phone GMM-HMM model to extract bottleneck features. The key to our approach it that the Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the Owner/Author. ICMAI '18, April 20-22, 2018 
ATTENTION MODEL
The attention-based sequence-to-sequence model was first applied on machine translation [20] . This model implements the directly conversion between sentences in different languages using recurrent neural network. Speech recognition can be viewed as the "translation" of features sequence to phonemes sequence so that the attention model can be utilized to construct acoustic model.
The structure of attention model is shown in Figure 1 , which consists of encoder, decoder and attention sub-network. Given a features sequence ( , ,..., )
x , it will generate the output vector sequence 1 2 ( , ,..., )
O y = y y y whose element record the probabilities of all phonemes.
Figure 1. Attention model used for speech recognition
Encoder is to transfer input feature sequence ( , ,..., ) 
., )
T h h h h . Therefore, enhance the expressive power and discrimination of feature sequences. Encoder is often constructed by multi-layer recurrent neural network which brings complex gradient computing during training stage.
The attention sub-network is the core part of attention model. 
METHOD 3.1 DBN based BN FE network
We use a deep belief network as the bottleneck feature extraction network. The idea of our model is to use a deep belief network as bottleneck extraction network to extract the high-level features and provide prior knowledge from HMM model for attention model. Figure 3 illustrates the overall architecture of our model, where the encoder network is connected to the BNF extraction network. The BNF extraction network can enhance the distinction of the feature and we therefore expect that it helps attention model acquire faster convergence. Another advantage of using bottleneck feature is that the model gets higher accuracy as a result of the BNF feature is robust to different speaker, accent and noisy. And furthermore, we attempt to reduce the layers of stacks recurrent networks in encoder in order to lower training time and model scale. The encoder of the proposed model is represented as follows:
EXPERIMENT 4.1 Data
We performed experiment on two most commonly used English datasets in speech recognition field: TIMIT and WSJ. TIMIT corpus contain contains 6,300 utterances of spoken English speech from different speakers and accents, from where select 3296 utterances as the training set, 192 sentences as the test set and 400 statements as the development. WSJ is relatively larger corpus and the trainset of it contains 80 hours read sentences collected from Wall Street Journal under clean conditions. We choose eval92 as test set and dev93 as develop set.
To preprocess the data, we choose 16kHZ sampling frequency with 16 sampling bits. Hamming window processing is adopted. The frame length is 25ms, the frame shift is 10ms and the preemphasis coefficient is 0.97. The 40-mels FBANK features together with energy are spliced first and second order differences to yield a 123-dimension features. The features in train set are first normalized to standard normal distribution. Mean and variance of trainset are applied to normalize the test set and development set.
Training
We utilize the kaldi-pdnn toolkit to build and train the bottleneck extraction network and the attention model is implement by Theano.
Bottleneck feature extraction network
The BN FA network contains 7 layers and the dimensions correspond to each layer is "123-1024-1024-42-1024-1024-1236". In stage 1, the network is trained layer-by-layer with a contrastive divergence (CD) based on the mini-batch stochastic gradient descent method. The batch size is 128, the number of iterations per layer is 5, and the momentum of each epoch is increased 0.5 to 0.9 by 0.1.
In stage 2, back propagation algorithm based on the small batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm is utilized to perform finetuning. The batch size is 256, and the momentum factor is fixed at 0.5. The initial learning rate is 0.08. If the increase of frame rate in development set is less than 0.2% after a training epoch, the learning rate is halved. The training will be stop when the learning rate is lower than 0.02. After finishing training, reserve the parameters from input layer to the bottleneck layer as the BN FA network. Finally, when gets other input features network will calculate the states in bottleneck layer is taken as the 42-dimension bottleneck features. In TIMIT corpus, the dimension of output vector in decoder is 63, corresponding to the posterior probabilities of 61 phonemes, <spc>(space) and <eos> (sequence terminator). In WSJ corpus, the number is 28, corresponding to the posterior probabilities of 26 English characters, <spc> and <eos>.
Attention Model
In attention model, both encoder and decoder are based on Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) with 256-dimenssion hidden layer. The weight matrix is initialized using a standard orthogonal matrix, the initial value of the bias vector is 0, and the internal state are initialized with an independent standard Gaussian distribution.
Taking the formula (12) as the objective function, the model parameters were trained with stochastic gradient descent using the Adadelta learning rule. The training process was also divided into two stages. In the first stage, the batch size is 8, so that improving the training efficiency and making model converge efficiently; In the second stage, the batch size is 1, and adding random Gaussian noise to all the parameters of the model before calculating the gradient. The purpose is to enhance robustness of the model to noise. However, as the WSJ corpus is larger will spend more time in training, stage 2 won't be utilized when training WSJ. During the training process, if the minimal phoneme error rate of the development set did not decrease in five consecutive epochs, the training process will automatically enter the next stage or terminate.
Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of acoustic model recognition, phone error rate (PER) is taken as the evaluation index in TIMIT corpus. Character error rate(CER) and word error rate(WER) are taken in WSJ corpus. To evaluate and compare the training speed of attention model, we choose the epoch during which all the utterances in train set are used to refresh model parameters. Table 1 lists the PER and average epoch in stage 2 to attention models using different structured encoder networks. According to the data from the line 1 to the line 3, it's shown that increasing the stack number of recurrent unit can significantly improve the accuracy of model. It means that the encoder extracts higher level feature which is more distinguishable through the deep structure, so the recognition performance is effectively improved. However, the increase in the number encoder layers also leads to a rapid increase in the training epoch.
Results

TIMIT corpus
Line 4 to line 6 in Table 1 shows that the joint bottleneck feature and attention model reduce the PER by 2% to 4% than original attention model. The 1-layer encoder is merely 0.24% higher than 3-layer recurrent network encoder. This proves that the bottleneck features have stronger discrimination and robustness. Therefore the structure based on multilayer recurrent neural network can be replaced. Line 7 in the table gives the performance of DBN-HMM. Its phoneme error rate is obviously higher than most of the attention models in the table, demonstrating that the attention model has a stronger timing modeling capability than the HMM. Figure 4 shows the curve of PER of attention model and our bottleneck attention model in development set during training. According to the figure, it is find that the proposed model not only shows a significantly faster decrease of the PER the original attention model, but also reduces the number of required training epoch from 139 to 89. It proves that the HMM based priori information which bottleneck feature extraction network carry can efficiently make attention model converge rapidly. Table 2 shows the results of proposed model in large vocabulary system. Note that we did not utilize any external language model during decoding and both of the encoder are 4-layer recurrent neural network. Our model outperforms than both original attention model and CTC-attention model in WER. The Attention model combined with deep convolution network is better than our model in WER. However, it takes 10 GPU workers and spend O(5) days to converge [12] . Our model uses only 1 GPU worker and converge in 4 days. 
WSJ corpus
CONCLUSION
In this work we showed that a deep belief network based bottleneck feature extraction network can be combined with attention model can to compose a speech recognition system. Through training a deep belief network as bottleneck featureextraction network and appending it to the encoder of attention model, prior information based on HMM model can be transfer to attention model. As a result, bottleneck extraction network provide more discriminative and robust feature and attention model gets better initialization. That's the reason why reducing the number of recurrent neural network's layer can acquire the comparative word error rate and speed up the training rate at the same time. What's more, the deep belief network is more compatible with GPU parallel computing than recurrent network and it will significantly reduce the time in gradient calculation. The results of experiments in both TIMIT and WSJ corpus show that the proposed model can effectively improve the accuracy and decrease the training time. In future, we will combine our model with efficient compression algorithm [21] to implement an online speech recognition system as well as apply the model in lowresource language the transfer learning.
